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Abstract
Assessing measurement invariance is an important step in establishing a meaningful
comparison of measurements of a latent construct across individuals or groups. Most
recently, moderated nonlinear factor analysis (MNLFA) has been proposed as a method to
assess measurement invariance. In MNLFA models, measurement invariance is examined in
a single-group confirmatory factor analysis model by means of parameter moderation. The
advantages of MNLFA over other methods is that it (1) accommodates the assessment of
measurement invariance across multiple continuous and categorical background variables
and (2) accounts for heteroskedasticity by allowing the factor and residual variances to
differ as a function of the background variables. In this paper, we aim to make MNLFA
more accessible to researchers without access to commercial structural equation modeling
software by demonstrating how this method can be applied with the open-source R
package OpenMx.
Keywords: Moderated Nonlinear Factor Analysis, Measurement Invariance, R
Tutorial, Differential Item Functioning
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Introduction
The field of psychology is dominated by the use of questionnaires or tests that measure
latent constructs like cognition, attitude, and personality. The observed scores derived
from these measurement instruments are often used for decisions about, for example, which
applicant is best suited for a position, whether a child is suffering from an anxiety disorder,
or to what extent an intervention has improved a patient’s well-being. Given the
importance of these decisions, it is crucial that the construct is measured equivalently
across individuals, groups, or over time. This condition is often referred to as measurement
invariance (Meredith, 1993). If measurement invariance does not hold, observed differences
between individuals or groups may reflect differential measurement and not true differences
on the latent construct of interest. Assessing measurement invariance has thus become an
important step in psychometric research and applications. Measurement invariance is
commonly assessed by fitting a latent variable model to the data obtained from
questionnaires or tests with multiple items. A measurement instrument is invariant if for
each item the observed score at any given level of the latent construct is not affected by
any background variables. For example, the expected observed score of an item on a social
anxiety questionnaire should be the same across boys and girls who have the same level of
social anxiety. An item that fails to meet this condition of measurement invariance
indicates differential item (or indicator) functioning (DIF; Mellenbergh, 1989).
Measurement invariance is often examined with respect to a grouping variable using
multiple-group confirmatory factor analysis (MGCFA; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). In
MGCFA, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model is estimated for each group and
invariance constraints are imposed on the parameter estimates (i.e., factor loadings,
intercepts, and residual variances) in order to assess increasingly restrictive levels of
measurement invariance. If an omnibus null hypothesis (H0 ) of a specific level of
measurement invariance is rejected, follow-up tests can be performed in order to explore
which items function differently across the groups. One strength of MGCFA is that all
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parameters, such as common-factor means and variances, can differ between groups.
However, the accompanying limitation is that MGCFA is only designed to assess
measurement invariance across a single categorical background variable. In light of this
limitation, Bauer (2017) proposed moderated nonlinear factor analysis (MNLFA) as a more
flexible alternative to MGCFA. The MNLFA approach examines measurement invariance
in a single-group CFA model by means of parameter moderation. In contrast to MGCFA,
the MNLFA approach accommodates the assessment of measurement invariance across
multiple continuous and categorical background variables simultaneously.
Several empirical validation and simulation studies have examined the performance of
MNLFA as a measurement invariance assessment tool (Bauer, 2017; Bauer, Belzak, & Cole,
2020; Kolbe, Jorgensen, & Molenaar, 2021). These studies showed that the method
performs well both in small and large samples and with categorical and continuous data.
Specifically, the results of the studies indicated that MNLFA yields unbiased parameter
estimates, minimizes Type I error rates, and has acceptable to high power. This method
effectively detects true violations of measurement invariance and avoids detecting negligible
violations, particularly when using regularization (Bauer et al., 2020). Given its flexibility
and good performance, MNLFA seems to be a promising method for evaluating
measurement invariance for a great variety of researchers. But until now, the majority of
available guidelines on how to perform this method involve commercial structural equation
modeling (SEM) software (i.e., Mplus and SAS; see Bauer, 2017). There seems to be a lack
of documentation on applying this method in open-source SEM software, which is more
widely available for the global community of researchers. Performing MNLFA for
measurement invariance assessment may therefore not be straightforward for researchers
without access to Mplus or SAS.
This paper presents a tutorial on assessing measurement invariance through MNLFA with
the R (R Core Team, 2018) package OpenMx (Boker et al., 2011)1 . Our aim is to make
1

The open-source R packages mnlfa (Robitzsch, 2019), GPCMlasso (Schauberger, 2021), and regDIF
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MNLFA more accessible for any researcher by providing a detailed guideline on performing
the method in this open-source SEM software. We will demonstrate MNLFA with a
two-factor model and two background variables (categorical and continuous), but it can
easily be applied to single-factor models, structural models, or models with fewer or more
background variables. In the next section, we introduce the concept of measurement
invariance. We then provide a brief explanation of the MNLFA approach, followed by a
step-by-step guide for assessing measurement invariance with this method using OpenMx.
Lastly, we offer concluding remarks regarding the use of MNLFA and address latest
developments for measurement invariance assessment with open-source software packages.
Background
Measurement invariance
In this section, we give a formal definition of measurement invariance that will be useful for
understanding how it can be assessed with the MNLFA approach. Measurement invariance
is said to hold if the distribution of observed item responses is not affected by any variables
other than the latent constructs of interest (Mellenbergh, 1989). Given that the latent
constructs are known, the definition can be mathematically expressed as

f (X|T, V ) = f (X|T )

(1)

where f (·) denotes the probability distribution of a set of observed variables X (e.g., items)
measuring a set of one or more latent constructs T and V is a set of one or more
background variables such as age or gender. This mathematical expression states that
measurement invariance holds if the distribution of X depends only on the latent
(Belzak, 2021) can be used to estimate MNLFA models as well, but their implementations are currently
limited to unidimensional item response theory (IRT) models. Note that MNLFA can also be estimated
with open-source Bayesian software like Stan (Stan Development Team, 2021). An R script demonstrating
how to estimate MNLFA with Stan is available on our Open Science Framework project
https://osf.io/6cyxt/.
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construct(s) T and is invariant with respect to background variable(s) V . Note that the
condition of measurement invariance still allows for a relationship between X and V , but it
does preclude a direct effect of V on the distribution of X other than through its influence
on T .
If measurement invariance does not hold, the observed item responses depend not only on
the latent construct(s) but also directly on the background variable(s). In other words, a
violation of measurement invariance indicates that the relationship between the observed
item responses and the latent construct(s) differs as a function of the background
variable(s). An item that violates measurement invariance is said to show DIF. A
distinction can be made between full and partial invariance, where full invariance implies
that all items of a test or questionnaire are measurement invariant and partial invariance
implies that measurement invariance only holds for a subset of items and some items show
DIF. Under partial invariance, groups or individuals can still be validly compared on the
measurement of the latent construct as long as DIF is correctly detected and modeled.
Different levels of measurement invariance for CFA models have been defined (Horn &
McArdle, 1992; Meredith, 1993; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998). Consider a
multidimensional factor model in which the item responses X serve as indicators for the
common factors T . This model can be specified as

xi = τ + Λti + εi .

(2)

Here xi is a p × 1 vector of p observed indicator scores, τ is a p × 1 vector of indicator
intercepts, and Λ is a p × r matrix containing factor loadings of r common factors with
means α and covariance matrix Ψ. Moreover, ti is a r × 1 vector of common-factor scores
for individual i and εi is a p × 1 vector of residual scores with variances of θ. The different
levels of measurement invariance with respect to V ordered from least to most restrictive
are
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1 Configural invariance: implies equal factor structures across V ,
2 Metric invariance: additionally implies equal factor loadings across V ,
3 Scalar invariance: additionally implies equal indicator intercepts across V ,
4 Strict invariance: additionally implies equal residual variances across V .
The model for the observed indicator scores and the measurement-invariance conditions
easily generalize to cases with a unidimensional factor model.
One of the traditional methods to evaluate measurement invariance with respect to a
categorical background variable (e.g., group membership) is MGCFA (Vandenberg &
Lance, 2000). In MGCFA, the data are divided into two independent groups and a CFA
model as shown in Equation 2 is estimated for each group. Each group thus has its own set
of model parameters, which can be denoted as τ (1) , Λ(1) , and θ (1) for Group 1 and τ (2) ,
Λ(2) , and θ (2) for Group 2. Measurement invariance can then be assessed by comparing the
fit of models with and without increasingly restrictive equality constraints on the
parameters across the grouping variable. Because this method relies on splitting the data
into two groups, it is best suited to a single categorical background variable. Alternative
methods for assessing measurement invariance have been proposed that allow for including
multiple categorical and continuous background variables simultaneously. Among these
alternatives are restricted factor analysis (RFA; Oort, 1992), multiple indicator multiple
cause (MIMIC; Jöreskog & Goldberger, 1975), and MNLFA (Bauer & Hussong, 2009)
models. The difference between these methods and MGCFA is that the data are aggregated
over the groups. We therefore refer to these methods as single-group methods (Kolbe et al.,
2021), the most flexible of which is MNLFA, described below. For details about the
differences between the single-group methods see Bauer (2017) and Kolbe et al. (2021).
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Moderated nonlinear factor analysis
In the MNLFA approach, a CFA model is estimated in which background variables are
included as moderator variables. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a multidimensional
MNLFA model containing two common factors, T1 and T2 , measured by five indicators
each. The idea of parameter moderation is demonstrated conceptually with the arrow
pointing from V to the measurement model. In the following paragraphs, we consider a
single background variable for ease of understanding, but MNLFA also allows for a set of
multiple background variables.
More formally, the MNLFA model for continuous indicators X can be expressed as

x i = τ i + Λ i ti + ε i ,

(3)

where all parameters and notation remain defined as before in Equation 2, with the
exception that all model parameters now have subscripts i. These subscripts are of special
interest, because they indicate that the values of the parameters can differ over individuals
as a function of the background variable V . In fact, all parameters of the MNLFA model
can be allowed to differ across values of any observed variable, including residual
(co)variances Θi , common-factor means αi , and common-factor (co)variances Ψi . Note
that in this tutorial, we only consider linear relationships between the parameters and
background variables, but other functional forms (e.g., quadratic, interaction) can be
modeled as well (Bauer, 2017; Bauer et al., 2020).
The MNLFA model presumes configural invariance, but other levels of measurement
invariance can be evaluated by testing whether V moderates any intercepts, factor
loadings, or residual variances. More specifically, to accommodate any violations of scalar
invariance, the vector of indicator intercepts τ i can be modeled as

τ i = τ 0 + bvi ,

(4)
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where τ 0 is a p × 1 vector of baseline intercepts, b is a p × 1 vector of linear effects of the
background variable on the intercepts, and vi is individual i’s score on the background
variable. A nonzero element in b reflects a linear change in the intercept associated with vi ,
indicating a violation of scalar invariance (i.e., uniform DIF).
Similarly, to accommodate violations of metric invariance, each column of the matrix of
factor loadings Λi can be modeled as a function of vi

Λi = Λ0 + Cvi ,

(5)

where Λ0 is a p × r matrix of baseline factor loadings and C is a p × r matrix of linear
effects of V on the factor loadings. A nonzero element in C reflects a linear change in the
factor loadings associated with vi , indicating a violation of metric invariance (i.e.,
nonuniform DIF).
The same idea can be adopted to accommodate violations of strict invariance. In order to
prevent negative values of the residual variances, the indicators’ residual variances θ i can
be expressed as exponential functions of vi

θ i = θ 0 exp(dvi ),

(6)

where θ 0 is a p × 1 vector of baseline residual variances and d is a p × 1 vector containing
the effects of vi on the residual variances. A nonzero element in d indicates a violation of
strict invariance.
In addition to measurement parameters, common-factor means, variances, and covariances
may also be moderated by the background variable V . The vector of means of the common
factors αi may be written as a linear function of vi

αi = α0 + gvi ,

(7)
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where α0 is a r × 1 vector containing the baseline common-factor means and g is a r × 1
vector containing the linear effects of vi on the common-factor means. Moreover, the
variances of the common factors may be moderated by the background variable. For
example, the common-factor variance ψ(T1 T1 )i of common factor T1 may be written as a
log-linear function of vi
ψ(T1 T1 )i = ψ(T1 T1 )0 exp(h(T1 T1 ) vi ).

(8)

Here, ψ(T1 T1 )0 is the baseline common-factor variance and h(T1 T1 ) reflects the direct effect of
the background variable on the common-factor variance. A nonzero h indicates that the
common-factor variance differs across different levels of the background variable (i.e.,
common-factor heteroskedasticity). Similar to the model for the residual variances, a
log-linear function is considered for the common-factor variances in order to prevent
obtaining negative values. The baseline common-factor means and variances are commonly
fixed at zero and one, respectively, in order to establish the origin and scale of the common
factors.
Bauer (2017) suggested to model the covariance between common factors indirectly
through a Fisher’s z transformation to impose bounds of -1 and 1 on the corresponding
correlation. So, in order to obtain the effect of the background variable on the covariance
between common factors T1 and T2 , the Fisher-transformed correlation between the factors
ζ(T1 T2 )i can be written as a linear function of vi

ζ(T1 T2 )i = ζ(T1 T2 )0 + h(T1 T2 ) vi ,

(9)

where ζ(T1 T2 )0 is the baseline Fisher-transformed correlation between T1 and T2 and h(T1 T2 )
reflects the direct effect of the background variable on the Fisher-transformed correlation.
This Fisher-transformation can be inverted in order to obtain the correlation ρ(T1 T2 )i with
bounds of -1 and 1
ρ(T1 T2 )i =

exp(2ζ(T1 T2 )i ) − 1
exp(2ζ(T1 T2 )i ) + 1

(10)
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and transformed to the covariance ψ(T1 T2 )i between the two common factors
1/2

1/2

ψ(T1 T2 )i = ψ(T1 T1 )i ρ(T1 T2 )i ψ(T2 T2 )i .

(11)

The same approach could be applied to covariances between the residual factors of the
indicators if present in the model.
Whereas RFA and MIMIC can only model specific parameters as functions of the
background variable (i.e., common-factor means, indicators’ intercepts, and factor
loadings), MNLFA also allows for unique- and common-factor (co)variances to vary as
functions of the background variable. The MNLFA approach can thus be conceptualized as
an extended RFA or MIMIC model in which (co)variances are not necessarily
homoskedastic across different levels of the background variable. This makes MNLFA as
flexible as MGCFA when the background variable is dichotomous, yet more flexible
because MNLFA also allows for multiple categorical and continuous background variables
to be included in a single model. For more details on the MNLFA model (e.g., parameter
equations for situations with multiple background variables), see Bauer (2017).
Tutorial
The empirical data that we used for this tutorial were gathered by Denollet, Pedersen,
Vrints, and Conraads (2013). The data contain observed scores on the DS14 (Denollet,
2005) in a sample of 541 patients with coronary artery disease. The DS14 is a widely used
instrument for the assessment of the Type D personality and consists of 14 items, of which
seven measure negative affectivity and seven measure social inhibition. All items have five
ordered response categories (0 = false, 1 = rather false, 2 = neutral, 3 = rather true, 4 =
true). In addition to the observed scores on the DS14, the data also contain the
dichotomous variable gender and the continuous variable age measured in years. These two
variables were used as background variables in this tutorial.
The MNLFA model considered in this tutorial is shown in Figure 2. The model includes
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two common factors, social inhibition (SI) and negative affectivity (NA), each measured by
seven indicators. The two common factors are allowed to covary and their means and
variances are fixed at zero and one, respectively, in order for the model to be identified.
The background variables gender and age are included in the model as moderators, and
depending on the level of measurement invariance may or may not moderate the indicators’
intercepts and factor loadings. In almost all MNLFA models in this tutorial, the
common-factor means, common-factor variances, common-factor covariance, and
indicators’ residual variances are allowed to vary as a function of gender and age2 . Such
models are also referred to as heteroskedastic MNLFA models (see Kolbe et al., 2021).
In the next section of the paper, we demonstrate how to evaluate whether the DS14 is
measurement invariant with respect to gender and age using MNLFA. We provide a
step-by-step tutorial for assessing full measurement invariance (i.e., assessing measurement
invariance of all indicators simultaneously), selecting anchor indicators, and evaluating
partial invariance (i.e., testing each indicator separately for measurement invariance). We
focus on how to detect violations of scalar and metric invariance (i.e., uniform and
nonuniform DIF, respectively). Such violations are commonly examined with separate
omnibus tests of scalar and metric invariance, but can also be assessed simultaneously
rather than separately with a single omnibus test (B. Muthén & Asparouhov, 2002;
Putnick & Bornstein, 2016; Stark, Chernyshenko, & Drasgow, 2006). In this single
omnibus test, the violations of scalar and metric invariance are examined simultaneously
by comparing the fit of a configural model (that allows for uniform and nonuniform DIF in
all indicators) to the fit of a scalar model (that does not allow for uniform or nonuniform
DIF in any indicators). Full R scripts for replicating the results of this tutorial can also be
found on our Open Science Framework project https://osf.io/6cyxt/.
Before we present all of the steps of the tutorial, we would like to make two important
2

An exception is the configural model, which requires additional identification constraints. This will be
explained in Step 3a of the tutorial.
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comments. First, although the measurement level of the DS14 items is ordinal, we treat the
items as continuous in the present tutorial because our aim is merely to illustrate MNLFA
and not to draw substantive conclusions. Please note that if MNLFA were to be used for
drawing substantive conclusions with respect to ordinal data, an ordinal MNLFA model
may be more suitable (see section Extensions). For more details on treating ordinal items
as continuous, see Rhemtulla, Brosseau-Liard, and Savalei (2012) and Robitzsch (2020b).
Rhemtulla et al. (2012) discussed conditions under which 5-point scales might be treated as
continuous, and Robitzsch (2020b) elucidated why it might always be defensible to do so.
Second, there is no straightforward way of assessing configural invariance (nor overall
data–model fit in general) with MNLFA yet, because MNLFA does not allow for distinct
factor structures with respect to the background variable(s). We will therefore assume in
this tutorial that the configural-invariance condition holds. In practice, it is important to
evaluate configural invariance prior to the assessment of metric, scalar, and strict
invariance, because the assessment of other levels of measurement invariance may lead to
false conclusions if configural invariance does not hold (Jorgensen, 2017).
Step 1: Install and load OpenMx
This tutorial illustrates how measurement invariance can be examined with MNLFA using
OpenMx (version 2.19.5; Neale et al., 2016). This package can be used for matrix algebra
optimization, SEM, and other statistical estimation methods. The user needs to install the
package on the computer once, then load it into the workspace each time a new R session
is started:
> install . p a c k a g e s ( " OpenMx " )
> library ( OpenMx )

Any dependencies are automatically installed when running the syntax above. Note that R
version 3.5 or higher is required3 for the latest version of this package to work. The core
3

This may have changed since the time of this writing. Check
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=OpenMx for the current requirements.
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function of the OpenMx package necessary to create an MNLFA model is the mxModel()
function. This function builds an object for a statistical model containing (among other
information) the data, matrices, algebraic expressions, fit functions, and expectations for
the model.
Step 2: Load and prepare data
The data gathered by Denollet et al. (2013) is available in the mokken package (Van der
Ark, 2007). This R package can be installed and loaded as follows:
> install . p a c k a g e s ( " mokken " )
> library ( mokken )

In order to load the DS14 data and convert it to a data frame, the user can run the
following lines of R code:
> data ( " DS14 " , package = " mokken " )
> DS14 <- data . frame ( DS14 )

The dataset DS14 is now loaded into the user’s workspace. The head() function can be used
to inspect the first six rows of the data. The data contain gender (Male), age (Age), and
item scores on the DS14 questionnaire (Si1., Na2, Si3., Na4, Na5, Si6, Na7, Si8, Na9, Si10,
Si11, Na12, Na13, Si14).

For ease of interpretation, the two negatively worded items (Si1. and Si3.) can be re-coded
prior to the measurement invariance assessment:
> DS14 $ Si1 <- 4 - DS14 $ Si1 .
> DS14 $ Si3 <- 4 - DS14 $ Si3 .

After running the above syntax, the DS14 data frame now also contains the re-coded
versions of these two items, named Si1 and Si3. Similar to the other SI items, a higher
score on these re-coded items now indicates a higher level of social inhibition. In addition
to the item scores, the data contain scores on the variables gender (Male) and age (Age). A
score of Male = 1 represents a male patient and Male = 0 a female patient. The Age variable
is measured in years and can be standardized in order for an easier interpretation of its
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effects on the model parameters:
> DS14 $ Age <- ( DS14 $ Age - mean ( DS14 $ Age )) / sd ( DS14 $ Age )

For convenience, the item scores are re-ordered such that the first seven items reflect social
inhibition and the second seven items reflect negative affectivity:
> DS14 <- DS14 [ , c ( " Male " ," Age " ," Si1 " ," Si3 " ," Si6 " ," Si8 " ," Si10 " ," Si11 " ," Si14 " ,
>

" Na2 " ," Na4 " ," Na5 " ," Na7 " ," Na9 " ," Na12 " , " Na13 " )]

After the dataset has been prepared for the measurement invariance assessment, the user
should convert the data to an MxData object:
> mxdata1 <- mxData ( observed = DS14 , type = " raw " )

The mxData() function constructs an object with additional information allowing it to be
processed in the mxModel() function. By specifying observed=DS14 and type="raw", the
function reads in the raw data stored in DS14. Alternatively, summary statistics could be
analyzed.
Finally, the user can save the number and names of the observed variables serving as
indicators of the factors in the MNLFA model:
> manVars <- c o l n a m e s ( DS14 [ , - c (1 ,2)])
> nv <- length ( manVars )

The names of the indicators stored in manVars are required for one of the arguments of the
mxModel()

function, which will be shown later in this section.

Step 3: Assess full measurement invariance
After preparing the data, the user can start with performing an omnibus test of full
measurement invariance with respect to the background variables. That is, the user can
test the H0 that none of the indicators function differently with respect to Male and Age.
Full measurement invariance can be assessed with MNLFA on metric, scalar, or strict
levels. In this step of the tutorial, we will focus only on simultaneously assessing full
scalar-and-metric invariance. In the omnibus test of scalar-and-metric invariance, the fit of
an unconstrained configural model is compared to the fit of a constrained scalar model. In
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the configural model, the direct effects of the background variables on the indicators’
intercepts and factor loadings are all freely estimated, whereas in the scalar model these
effects are all fixed to zero. If the scalar model fits the data significantly worse than the
configural model at a chosen α level, the H0 of full scalar-and-metric invariance is rejected
and follow-up tests can be performed to evaluate which specific indicators exhibit
(non)uniform DIF with respect to the background variables (Steps 4 and 5).
Step 3a: Specify and fit the configural model. In order to fit this model to the
empirical data with OpenMx, we put all model parameters into matrices using the mxMatrix()
function. Most often, the following six arguments will be specified for each matrix:
type:

requires a character string indicating the matrix type. In this tutorial, we use

"Diag", "Full",

and, "Symm" matrices.

nrow:

refers to the number of rows of the matrix.

ncol:

refers to the number of columns of the matrix.

free:

indicates which elements of the matrix can be freely estimated (TRUE or T) or are

fixed parameters (FALSE or F).
values:

reflects the values of the elements in the matrix. If an element is freely

estimated, it reflects the starting value. If an element is not freely estimated, it
reflects the fixed value.
name:

refers to the user-specified name of the matrix which is used within OpenMx

when performing an operation on this matrix.
The syntax below creates three MxMatrix objects for the indicator intercepts of the
configural model:
> matT0 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =1 ,

>

name = " matT0 " )
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> matB1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB1 " ,

> matB2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB2 "

The matrix matT0 is a full matrix containing the baseline intercepts τ 0 . All baseline
intercepts are freely estimated with starting values of one by setting free=TRUE and
values=1.

Matrix matB1 and matB2 are full matrices containing the direct effects of the

background variables Male and Age, respectively, on the intercepts. These direct effects
reflect uniform DIF, represented by b. In the configural model, the effects of Male and Age
on the intercepts are freely estimated with starting values of zero by setting free=TRUE and
values=0.

By giving the matrices names using the name argument, we can refer to these

matrices in upcoming syntax.
Similar lines of R code can be used for creating the matrices of factor loadings:
> matL0 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = c ( rep ( c ( TRUE , FALSE ) ,7) , rep ( c ( FALSE , TRUE ) ,7)) ,

>

values = c ( rep ( c (1 ,0) ,7) , rep ( c (0 ,1) ,7)) ,

>

byrow = TRUE ,

>

name = " matL0 " )

> matC1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = c ( rep ( c ( TRUE , FALSE ) ,7) , rep ( c ( FALSE , TRUE ) ,7)) ,

>

values =0 ,

>

byrow = TRUE ,

>

name = " matC1 " )

> matC2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = c ( rep ( c ( TRUE , FALSE ) ,7) , rep ( c ( FALSE , TRUE ) ,7)) ,

>

values =0 ,

>

byrow = TRUE ,

>

name = " matC2 " )

Here, matL0 is a full matrix containing the baseline factor loadings Λ0 . The first column of
the matrix contains the factor loadings of the social inhibition factor, and the second
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column contains the factor loadings of the negative affectivity factor. By setting
free=c(rep(c(TRUE,FALSE),7), rep(c(FALSE,TRUE),7)),
values=c(rep(c(1,0),7), rep(c(0,1),7)),

and byrow=TRUE, the factor loadings of the social

inhibition factor on the first seven items and the factor loadings of the negative affectivity
factor on the second seven items are freely estimated (with starting values = 1). For the
other factor-indicator combinations, the factor loadings are fixed at zero. Matrices matC1
and matC2 are full matrices containing the direct effects of Male and Age, respectively, on the
factor loadings (i.e., nonuniform DIF represented by c). These effects are freely estimated
in the configural model with starting values of zero by setting
free=c(rep(c(TRUE,FALSE),7), rep(c(FALSE,TRUE),7)), values=0

and byrow=TRUE.

The matrices for the residual variances of the indicators can then be specified as symmetric
(type="Symm") if there are any nonzero residual covariances, or more simply diagonal
(type="Diag") if only residual variances are nonzero (which is the case here):
> matE0 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Diag " , nrow = nv , ncol = nv ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =1 ,

>

name = " matE0 " )

> matD1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Diag " , nrow = nv , ncol = nv ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matD1 " )

> matD2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Diag " , nrow = nv , ncol = nv ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matD2 " )

where matE0 is a diagonal matrix containing the baseline residual variances θ 0 , matD1 is a
diagonal matrix containing the effects of Male on the residual variances, and matD2 is a
diagonal matrix containing the effects of Age on the residual variances (also represented as
d). These model parameters are all freely estimated with the free=TRUE argument.
After specifying the matrices of measurement parameters, matrices can be specified for the
common-factor variances and correlation. These matrices can be specified as follows:
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> matP0 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Symm " , nrow =2 , ncol =2 ,
>

free = c ( FALSE , TRUE , TRUE , FALSE ) ,

>

values = c (1 ,0 ,0 ,1) ,

>

name = " matP0 " )

> matH1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Symm " , nrow =2 , ncol =2 ,
>

free = c ( FALSE , TRUE , TRUE , FALSE ) ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matH1 " )

> matH2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Symm " , nrow =2 , ncol =2 ,
>

free = c ( FALSE , TRUE , TRUE , FALSE ) ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matH2 " )

where matP0 is a symmetric matrix containing the baseline common-factor variances and
the baseline correlation4 between the two common factors. We freely estimate the baseline
common-factor correlation and fix the baseline common-factor variances to one in order for
the scales of the common factors to be identified. Matrices matH1 and matH2 contain the
direct effects of Male and Age, respectively, on the common-factor variances and correlation
(also denoted by h). In the configural model we set free=c(FALSE,TRUE,TRUE,FALSE) and
values=0

in matH1 and matH2, so the direct effects of the background variables on the

common-factor correlation are freely estimated, but the direct effects on the common-factor
variances are fixed to zero.
The matrices required for the common-factor means can be specified with the following R
syntax:
> matA0 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =2 , ncol =1 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matA0 " )

> matG1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =2 , ncol =1 ,
>

4

free = FALSE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matG1 " )

Combining the common-factor variances and correlations in a single matrix may seem odd, but allows us
to specify different moderation functions for variance parameters versus correlations (see Bauer, 2017).
This is shown in a later paragraph of Step 3a.
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> matG2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =2 , ncol =1 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matG2 " )

Here, matA0 is a matrix containing the baseline common-factor means, which are fixed at
zero for the origins of the common factors to be identified. The matG1 and matG2 matrices
contain the direct effects of Male and Age, respectively, on the common-factor means (also
represented by g). These direct effects are fixed at zero in the configural model. So, in
addition to fixing the baseline common-factor variances and means to one and zero,
respectively, the direct effects of the background variables on the common-factor variances
and means are also fixed at zero in the configural model. These additional identification
constraints are necessary because the configural model includes all possible direct effects of
the background variables on the indicators’ intercepts, factor loadings and residual
variances (analogous to measurement parameters differing across groups in a configural
MGCFA model).
Now that all the matrices with baseline parameters and direct effects of the background
variables on the parameters have been created, the user can specify the matrices required
for the matrix algebra in the next paragraphs. First, to allow for moderating effects, the
background variables are modeled as definition variables with the following matrices:
> matV1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol =1 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

labels = " data . Male " ,

>

name = " Male " )

> matV2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol =1 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

labels = " data . Age " ,

>

name = " Age " )

The matrices matV1 and matV2 contain the observed scores on the background variables Male
and Age, respectively. The observed scores on the background variables stored in the
mxdata1

dataset are referred to in the matrix label as "data.Male" and "data.Age". Modeling
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the background variables as definition variables allows us to let model parameters differ
across different levels of Male and Age.
Then, the matrices for all parameters predicted by Male and Age are created using the
mxAlgebra()

function. The mxAlgebra() function can be used to define a matrix of model

parameters as a function of background variables. The first argument of this function,
expression,

should be used for specifying an R expression of one or more MxMatrix objects.

Most R operators like +, *, and %*%, an general R functions like mean(), log(), and exp() are
supported in this argument of the mxAlgebra() function. A name for the defined matrix can
be assigned with the name argument. The matrices of intercepts, factor loadings, and
residual variances (respectively) can be specified as:
> matT <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matT0 + matB1 * Male + matB2 * Age ,
>

name = " matT " )

> matL <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matL0 + matC1 * Male + matC2 * Age ,
>

name = " matL " )

> matE <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matE0 * exp ( matD1 * Male + matD2 * Age ) ,
>

name = " matE " )

The object matT contains a linear moderation function for the indicator intercepts τ of
patient i (as in Equation 4):

τ i = τ 0 + b1 × M alei + b2 × Agei ,

(12)

and matL contains a linear moderation function for the factor loadings Λ of patient i (as in
Equation 5):
Λi = Λ0 + C 1 × M alei + C 2 × Agei .

(13)

The object matE contains a log-linear function for the residual variances θ of patient i (as in
Equation 6):
θ i = θ 0 × exp(d1 × M alei + d2 × Agei ).

(14)

Similarly, the matrix of common-factor means can be created with the mxAlgebra() function:
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> matA <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matA0 + matG1 * Male + matG2 * Age ,
>

name = " matA " )

where matA contains the common-factor means α being modeled as a linear function of the
background variables:
αi = α0 + g 1 × M alei + g 2 × Agei .

(15)

Finally, the covariance matrix for the common factors requires different moderation
functions for variances and covariance(s). First, we model the common-factor variances as
a log-linear function of Male and Age:
> matVar <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matP0 * exp ( matH1 * Male + matH2 * Age ) ,
>

name = " matVar " )

The object matVar thus contains a matrix with the common-factor variances on the
diagonal. For example, the variance of the social inhibition factor is modeled as

ψ(SISI)i = ψ(SISI)0 × exp(h(SISI)1 × M alei + h(SISI)2 × Agei ).

(16)

After we have specified the common-factor variances, we can obtain the common-factor
covariance via the common-factor correlation. To respect a correlation’s natural bounds
between 1 and −1, we apply a Fisher’s z transformation to the correlation, making it a
linear function of the background variables (see Equation 10):
> matR <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n =( exp (2 * ( matP0 + matH1 * Male + matH2 * Age )) - 1) /
>
>

( exp (2 * ( matP0 + matH1 * Male + matH2 * Age )) + 1) ,
name = " matR " )

The object matR includes a matrix with the common-factor correlation bound between 1
and −1 on the off-diagonal. Before converting factor correlations to covariances, the user
must first make a 2 × 2 identity matrix (matIa), as well as a 2 × 2 matrix with zeros on the
diagonal and ones on the off-diagonal (matIb).
> matIa <- mxMatrix ( type = " Diag " , nrow =2 , ncol =2 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =1 ,
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name = " matIa " )

> matIb <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =2 , ncol =2 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values = c (0 ,1 ,1 ,0) ,

>

name = " matIb " )

We need these matrices to set diagonal and off-diagonal elements of upcoming matrices to
zero. Now, the correlation can be converted to a covariance as follows:
> matCov <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n =( matIa * sqrt ( matVar )) % * % matR % * % ( matIa * sqrt ( matVar )) ,
>

name = " matCov " )

Here, we take the square root of the matrix matVar to obtain SDs on the diagonal, then
premultiply this matrix by matIa to set all off-diagonal elements to zero. The matCov matrix
contains the common-factor covariance on the off-diagonal.
Now we can add matIa*matVar (i.e., a matrix with common-factor variances on the diagonal
and zeros on the off-diagonal) to matIb*matCov (i.e., a matrix with zeros on the diagonal and
the common-factor covariance on the off-diagonal) to obtain the covariance matrix for the
common factors:
> matP <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matIa * matVar + matIb * matCov ,
>

name = " matP " )

With all of the matrices specified above (i.e., matT, matL, matE, matA, and matP), the
model-implied moments (means and covariance matrix) of the configural model can be
specified, again by using the mxAlgebra() function:
> matM <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matT + t ( matL ) * matA ,
>

name = " matM " )

> matC <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matL % * % matP % * % t ( matL ) + matE ,
>

name = " matC " )

The matM matrix contains the model-implied means, and the matC matrix contains the
model-implied variances and covariances of the indicators.
In order to fit the configural model with the specified model-implied matrices, the user
needs to specify the model expectation and fit function:
> expF <- m x E x p e c t a t i o n N o r m a l ( covariance = " matC " ,
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d i m n a m e s = manVars )
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> fitF <- m xF it Fu n ct io nM L ()

The expectation function stored in expF defines the way in which the model expectations
are calculated. The mxExpectationNormal() function uses the algebra defined in matC and
matM

to obtain the model-implied variances, covariances, and means of the indicators under

multivariate normality. The dimnames argument of the function takes the character vector
manVars
fitF

containing the names of the indicators. The mxFitFunctionML() function stored in

is used to indicate that the free parameters of the configural model should be

estimated using full-information maximum likelihood. Alternatively, a user-defined fit
function can be treated as an mxFitFunction by using the mxFitFunctionR() function.
All of the separate objects for each part of the configural model can now be combined using
the mxModel() function. The model argument of this function can be used to specify a name
for the new model. The following arguments are a number of MxMatrix and MxAlgebra
objects, as well as the expectation function, fit function, and MxData objects. All of these
objects can be added to the model as follows:
> modConfig <- mxModel ( model = " Configural " ,
>

matT , matT0 , matB1 , matB2 ,

>

matL , matL0 , matC1 , matC2 ,

>

matE , matE0 , matD1 , matD2 ,

>

matP , matP0 , matH1 , matH2 ,

>

matA , matA0 , matG1 , matG2 ,

>

matIa , matIb , matV1 , matV2 ,

>

matVar , matR , matCov , matM , matC ,

>

expF , fitF , mxdata1 )

The object modConfig now includes the data, model matrices, expectation function, and fit
function. These objects are all the required elements to optimize the free parameters in the
model. The model can be fitted to the data using the mxRun() function. This function sends
the MxModel object specified in the first argument to the optimizer and returns the
optimized model. Additional information on the parameters estimates can be requested by
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including arguments like intervals = TRUE for confidence intervals. The configural model
can be fitted to the DS14 data as follows:
> fitConfig <- mxRun ( modConfig )

The output can be printed using the summary() function. The summary output of the model
contains the estimates of all free parameters, their standard errors, and model statistics
including the number of parameters and goodness-of-fit reported in units of minus two
times the log-likelihood (-2lnL). In Step 3c, this fit statistic will be compared to the fit of
the scalar model (Step 3b).
Step 3b: Specify and fit the scalar model. In this step, we show how to specify and
fit the scalar model in which all direct effects of Male and Age on the indicators’ intercepts
and factor loadings are fixed at zero. The user should first re-specify matrices matB1, matB2,
matC1,

and matC2:

> matB1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB1 " )

> matB2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB2 " )

> matC1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matC1 " )

> matC2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matC2 " )

These new matrices for the direct effects on the intercepts and factor loadings indicate that
none of the directs effect of the background variables on the indicator’s intercept and factor
loading should be freely estimated by using the free=FALSE argument in each of these
matrices.
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Next, we release the additional identification constraints that were necessary for the
configural model in Step 3a. That is, in the scalar model we freely estimate the direct
effects of Male and Age on the common-factor means and variances by re-specifying matrices
matH1, matH2, matG1,

and matG2:

> matH1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Symm " , nrow =2 , ncol =2 ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matH1 " )

> matH2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Symm " , nrow =2 , ncol =2 ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matH2 " )

> matG1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =2 , ncol =1 ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matG1 " )

> matG2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =2 , ncol =1 ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matG2 " )

These matrices now indicate that the common-factor variances and means are allowed to
differ across all values of Male and Age. All other elements of the scalar model are similar to
the configural model specified in Step 3a. So, after re-specifying objects matB1, matB2, matC1,
matC2, matH1, matH2, matG1,

and matG2 we can combine the elements required to run the scalar

model and fit the model to the data:
> modScalar <- mxModel ( model = " Scalar " ,
>

matT , matT0 , matB1 , matB2 ,

>

matL , matL0 , matC1 , matC2 ,

>

matE , matE0 , matD1 , matD2 ,

>

matP , matP0 , matH1 , matH2 ,

>

matA , matA0 , matG1 , matG2 ,

>

matIa , matIb , matV1 , matV2 ,

>

matVar , matR , matCov , matM , matC ,

>

expF , fitF , mxdata1 )

> fitScalar <- mxRun ( modScalar )
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Again, the summary() function can be used to obtain the model fit and parameter estimates.
Step 3c: Conduct likelihood-ratio test. Now that both the configural and scalar
model have been fitted to the data, a likelihood-ratio test (LRT) can be performed using
the mxCompare() function:
> miTest <- mxCompare ( fitConfig , fitScalar )
> miTest
base comparison
1 Configural
2 Configural

ep minus2LL

df

AIC

<NA > 129 20762.42 7435 21020.42
Scalar

diffLL diffdf
NA

81 20874.94 7483 21036.94 112.5204

NA

p
NA

48 4.253424 e -07

Using α = .05 as significance level, the output shows that the constraints on the intercepts
and factor loadings significantly deteriorate model fit, ∆χ2 (48) = 112.52, p < .001. This
indicates that the H0 of full scalar-and-metric invariance can be rejected. In the following
steps, we will illustrate how follow-up tests can be performed to evaluate which indicators
function differently with respect to the background variables.
Step 4: Select anchor indicators
In the previous step, we have rejected the H0 of full scalar-and-metric invariance with
respect to Male and Age. Partial invariance can be established by detecting which specific
indicators exhibit (non)uniform DIF. Each indicator can be tested individually for DIF
while holding a subset of other indicators invariant across the background variables. These
latter indicators are also called anchor indicators and are used to link the metric of the
common factors across the background variables. When anchor indicators are not known a
priori, they can be explicitly selected using an anchor-selection strategy. In this step of the
tutorial, we show how to apply the rank-based strategy (Woods, 2009) for the selection of
anchor indicators. This is an easily implemented selection strategy in which a limited
number of indicators that show the weakest evidence of DIF are selected as anchor
indicators. More complicated empirical methods for selecting anchors can slightly improve
accuracy (Kopf, Zeileis, & Strobl, 2015a, 2015b), and regularized estimation can avoid the
need for anchors altogether (Bauer et al., 2020). The potential danger of selecting anchor
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indicators is that one or more indicators with DIF may be selected as anchors, which can
cause problems such as biased parameter estimates and an overestimation of the amount of
DIF (W.-C. Wang, 2004). However, the risk of bias can be minimal if positive and negative
DIF are relatively balanced. When DIF is unbalanced, the risk of such a contamination of
the subset of anchor indicators can be decreased by selecting a relatively small anchor set.
Accordingly, Woods’ (2009) recommended to select approximately 20% of indicators to
serve as anchor indicators. We follow this recommendation by selecting two out of seven
indicators per common factor to serve as anchor indicators across both background
variables5 . One could also argue to select anchor indicators for each background variable
separately, but to keep the following steps of the tutorial as concise as possible we
demonstrate how to select the same anchor indicators for Male and Age.
Step 4a: Specify and fit all-but-one models. The first step of the rank-based
strategy is to fit a less-constrained all-but-one model for each indicator. In an indicator’s
all-but-one model, only that indicator’s intercept and factor loading are predicted by the
background variables (i.e., all but one of the indicators are assumed to be scalar-and-metric
invariant). For example, the all-but-one model for Indicator 1 (si1) includes freely
estimated direct effects of Male and Age on the intercept and factor loading of Indicator 1,
and the direct effects of the background variables on all other indicators’ intercepts and
factor loadings are fixed at zero. So, almost all of the matrices specified in Step 3a can be
used for these models, except for matrices matB1, matB2, matC1, and matC2.
In order to efficiently execute this step, we specify and fit an all-but-one model for each
indicator in a for loop. First, we create an empty list to which we can add each model’s
output:
5

Note that if only one anchor indicator per common factor is used for identification, the model would
simply be a configural model, equivalent to the one specified in Step 3a. Such a model is incapable of
distinguishing between differences in common-factor means and variances from differences in the
reference-indicator’s intercept and loading across the background variables. That is why at least two
anchor indicators are required per common factor for differences in common-factor means and variances to
be attributed to differences in the common-factor distribution, rather than being due to differences in a
single indicator.
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> fitAbo <- list ()

Next, we run the following for loop:
> for ( i in 1: nv ){
>

freeparT <- matrix ( data = FALSE , nrow =1 , ncol = nv )

>

freeparT [ i ] <- TRUE

>

freeparL <- matrix ( data = FALSE , nrow = nv , ncol =2)

>

freeparL [i , ifelse ( i < 8 , yes =1 , no =2)] <- TRUE

>

matB1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,

>

free = freeparT ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB1 " )

>

matB2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,

>

free = freeparT ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB2 " )

>

matC1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,

>

free = freeparL ,

>

values =0 ,

>

byrow = TRUE ,

>

name = " matC1 " )

>

matC2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,

>

free = freeparL ,

>

values =0 ,

>

byrow = TRUE ,

>

name = " matC2 " )

>

modAbo <- mxModel ( model = paste0 ( " All _ but _ " , i ) ,

>

matT , matT0 , matB1 , matB2 ,

>

matL , matL0 , matC1 , matC2 ,

>

matE , matE0 , matD1 , matD2 ,

>

matP , matP0 , matH1 , matH2 ,

>

matA , matA0 , matG1 , matG2 ,

>

matIa , matIb , matV1 , matV2 ,

>

matVar , matR , matCov , matM , matC ,

>
>

expF , fitF , mxdata1 )
fitAbo [[ i ]] <- mxRun ( modAbo )

> }

In this for loop, the syntax will run for each of the 14 indicators represented by i. First, we
specify which elements in matB1, matB2, matC1, and matC2 should be freely estimated by
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creating matrices with true and false entries, named freeparT and freeparL. These matrices
are used for the free argument of the mxMatrix() function to indicate that the direct effects
of the background variables on indicator i’s intercept and factor loading should be freely
estimated. The effects of the background variables on all intercepts and factor loadings of
indicators other than i are fixed to zero (implying no DIF). After re-specifying the
matrices matB1, matB2, matC1, and matC2, all elements required to fit the all-but-one model of
indicator i are combined using the mxModel() function. The model is then optimized using
mxRun()

and added to the ith component of the list fitAbo.

Step 4b: Conduct likelihood-ratio tests and select anchors. After specifying and
fitting the less-constrained all-but-one models, each one’s fit can be compared to the fit of
the constrained scalar-invariance model (fitScalar). A comparison of the fit of these
models with a LRT indicates whether additionally fixing the current indicator’s intercept
and factor loading to be unaffected by the background variables leads to a significantly
worse model fit. Note that these LRTs should not be trusted as tests of DIF because
unmodeled DIF biases other parameters, inflating Type I error rates for DIF-free
indicators; however, these tests can serve as a reliable empirical basis for selecting anchors
(Kolbe & Jorgensen, 2019; Kopf et al., 2015a; Woods, 2009). Because fitAbo is a list of
fitted models, each of them will be compared to fitScalar, and we store the LRT results in
a readable table anchorOut:
> anchorTest <- mxCompare ( fitAbo , fitScalar )
> anchorOut <- data . frame ( Name = paste0 ( " Indicator " , 1: nv ) ,
>

X2

= anchorTest $ diffLL [ seq (2 ,28 ,2)] ,

>

df

= anchorTest $ diffdf [ seq (2 ,28 ,2)] ,

>

p

= anchorTest $ p [ seq (2 ,28 ,2)])

Differences in -2lnL values from the scalar-invariance and all-but-one models follow a χ2
distribution with df = 4. The results stored in piOut are presented in Table 1.
Indicators 1–7 of social inhibition and 8–14 of negative affectivity can now be ranked in
ascending order based on their LRT statistics:
> anchorOut [ order ( anchorOut $ X2 [1:7]) ,]
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> anchorOut [7+ order ( anchorOut $ X2 [8:14]) ,]

The smaller the test statistic, the weaker the evidence of DIF. So, for each common factor,
the two indicators with the smallest test statistics are selected as anchor indicators:
> anchors1 <- c (5 , 6)
> anchors2 <- c (8 , 9)

In this dataset, Indicators 5 and 6 are selected as anchor indicators for social inhibition,
and Indicators 8 and 9 are selected as anchor indicators for negative affectivity. The
indicator indices are stored in anchors1 and anchors2 to use as anchors in Step 5, when we
test all other studied indicators (i.e., Indicators 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14) for DIF.
Step 5: Assess partial invariance
Previously in Step 3, we found evidence against full scalar-and-metric invariance with
respect to the background variables Male and Age. We can now perform follow-up tests in
order to evaluate partial scalar-and-metric invariance. We will show how to use MNLFA to
test the H0 of invariance for each indicator by comparing the fit of a less-constrained
anchors-only model to several more-constrained anchors-plus-one models. In the
anchors-only model, the direct effects of the background variables on all studied indicators’
intercepts and factor loadings are freely estimated to allow for (non)uniform DIF, so only
the anchor indicators have scalar- and metric-invariance constraints. For each studied
indicator, its anchors-plus-one model additionally constrains that indicator to be invariant
by removing the background variables’ (non)uniform DIF estimates. Because background
variables continue to affect remaining studied indicators, parameter estimates in these
anchors-plus-one models are not biased by DIF (unless selected anchors have DIF, which is
a small risk; Kolbe & Jorgensen, 2019; Kopf et al., 2015b; Woods, 2009).
Step 5a: Specify and fit the anchors-only model. We first create an object
containing the studied indicators, by removing anchors:
> testIn <- c (1: nv )[ -c ( anchors1 , anchors2 ) ]
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Then, we create two matrices that indicate which direct effects of the background variables
are freely estimated in the anchors-only model:
> freeparT <- matrix ( TRUE , nrow =1 , ncol =14)
> freeparT [1 , c ( anchors1 , anchors2 )] <- FALSE
> freeparL <- matrix ( c ( rep ( c ( TRUE , FALSE ) ,7) , rep ( c ( FALSE , TRUE ) ,7)) , nrow = nv , ncol =2 , byrow = TRUE )
> freeparL [ anchors1 , 1] <- FALSE
> freeparL [ anchors2 , 2] <- FALSE

After running these lines of syntax, freeparT and freeparL are matrices with TRUE and FALSE
entries indicating which intercepts and factor loadings, respectively, are allowed to differ as
a function of the background variables.
In the anchors-only model, all studied indicators’ intercepts and factor loadings are now
allowed to differ as a function of the background variables. In order to specify the
anchors-only model, the user should indicate which elements in MxMatrix objects matB1,
matB2, matC1,

and matC2 can be freely estimated:

> matB1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = freeparT ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB1 " )

> matB2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = freeparT ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB2 " )

> matC1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = freeparL ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matC1 " )

> matC2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = freeparL ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matC2 " )

All other elements of the anchors-only model are similar to the all-but-one models specified
in Step 4a. So after re-specifying matB1, matB2, matC1, and matC2, the anchors-only model can
be fitted to the DS14 data:
> modAnchors <- mxModel ( model = " AnchorsOnly " ,
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>

matT , matT0 , matB1 , matB2 ,

>

matL , matL0 , matC1 , matC2 ,

>

matE , matE0 , matD1 , matD2 ,

>

matP , matP0 , matH1 , matH2 ,

>

matA , matA0 , matG1 , matG2 ,

>

matIa , matIb , matV1 , matV2 ,

>

matVar , matR , matCov , matM , matC ,

>

expF , fitF , mxdata1 )
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> fitAnchors <- mxRun ( modAnchors )

The object fitAnchors contains the model fit and parameter estimates of the unconstrained
model, which can be printed using the summary() function.
Step 5b: Specify and fit anchors-plus-one models. In each anchors-plus-one model,
the studied indicator is additionally constraint to exhibit no DIF. That is, all intercepts
and factor loadings are allowed to differ as a function of the background variables, except
for the current studied indicator and the anchors. First, an empty list can be created for
the output of all constrained models:
> fitApo <- list ()

The anchors-plus-one model for each studied indicator can be specified and fit within this
for()

loop:

> for ( i in testIn ){
>

freeparTa <- freeparT

>

freeparLa <- freeparL

>

freeparTa [ i ] <- FALSE

>

freeparLa [i , ifelse ( i < 8 , yes =1 , no =2)] <- FALSE

>

matB1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,

>

free = freeparTa ,

>

values =0 ,

>
>

name = " matB1 " )
matB2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,

>

free = freeparTa ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB2 " )

>

matC1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,

>

free = freeparLa ,

>

values =0 ,
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>

name = " matC1 " )
matC2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,

>

free = freeparLa ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matC2 " )

>

modApo <- mxModel ( model = paste0 ( " Anchors _ plus _ " , i ) ,

>

matT , matT0 , matB1 , matB2 ,

>

matL , matL0 , matC1 , matC2 ,

>

matE , matE0 , matD1 , matD2 ,

>

matP , matP0 , matH1 , matH2 ,

>

matA , matA0 , matG1 , matG2 ,

>

matIa , matIb , matV1 , matV2 ,

>

matVar , matR , matCov , matM , matC ,

>

expF , fitF , mxdata1 )

>
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fitApo [[ i ]] <- mxRun ( modApo )

> }

So for each studied indicator, the matrices of freely estimated (non)uniform DIF (freeparT
and freeparL) are copied in the first two lines of the for() loop, in order to additionally fix
the DIF parameters of the current studied indicator i to zero in the following two lines.
After completing the for() loop, the object fitApo is a list containing the fit and parameter
estimates of each studied indicators’ anchors-plus-one model.
Step 5c: Conduct likelihood-ratio tests. Partial scalar-and-metric invariance can
now be assessed by performing a LRT for all studied indicators using the mxCompare()
function:
> piTest <- mxCompare ( fitAnchors , fitApo )
> piOut <- data . frame ( Name

= paste0 ( " Indicator " , testIn ) ,

>

X2

= piTest $ diffLL [2:11] ,

>

df

= piTest $ diffdf [2:11] ,

>

p

= piTest $ p [2:11] ,

>

p . bon = p . adjust ( p = piTest $ p [2:11] , method = " bonferroni " ) ,

>

p . BH

= p . adjust ( p = piTest $ p [2:11] , method = " BH " ))

The object piOut contains the LRT statistic, df , and p value for each studied indicator,
presented in Table 2. To account for multiple testing, we also included Bonferroni-adjusted
p values to control the familywise Type I error rate, as well as more-powerful
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Benjamini–Hochberg adjustments to maintain a false discovery rate no larger than the α
level. Without accounting for multiple testing, the LRTs indicate that constraining the
intercepts and factor loadings of Indicators 1, 2, 7, and 13 to be unaffected by Male or Age
leads to a significantly worse model fit. Using α = .05 as significance level, the H0 of
measurement invariance with respect to Male and Age for these indicators can thus be
rejected. However, other conclusions can be made when accounting for multiple testing.
The Bonferroni-adjusted p values indicate that only Indicator 13 significantly violates
scalar-and-metric invariance, whereas the Benjamini–Hochberg-adjusted p values
additionally indicate a significant violation of Indicator 7. Follow-up Wald tests of specific
(non)uniform DIF can be conducted by consulting the Wald z statistics in the summary()
output of the models with significant DIF. This may be warranted if more information
about the nature of DIF is desired (e.g., to attempt revising indicators to remove such
DIF). Our Open Science Framework project https://osf.io/6cyxt/ also includes R code
to inspect tracelines of the DIF indicators which may help with interpreting the DIF
effects. In addition, R code for plots of moderated common-factor means, variances, and
correlations can be found here along with image files for the plots themselves.
Final Model: Comparison with Mplus
In this section of the tutorial, we fit the final partial-invariance model to the DS14 data,
using both OpenMx (Neale et al., 2016) and Mplus (L. K. Muthén & Muthén, 2012). The
purpose of this section is to show that the parameter estimates obtained by these two
software packages are identical. In the final partial-invariance model, we assume scalar and
metric invariance of all indicators except for Indicators 7 and 13. These indicators
functioned differently with respect to the background variables, which is taken into account
in the final partial-invariance model by freely estimating the effects of Male and Age on the
intercept and factor loading of this indicator.
First, we can specify which indicators are scalar and metric invariant:
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> finalIn <- c (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,9 ,10 ,11 ,12 ,14)

We can then use this finalIn object to indicate which effects of the background variables
Male

and Age on the intercepts and factor loadings should be freely estimated:

> freeparTb <- freeparT
> freeparLb <- freeparL
> for ( i in finalIn ){
>

freeparTb [1 , i ] <- FALSE

>

freeparLb [i , ifelse ( i < 8 , yes =1 , no =2)] <- FALSE

> }

The matrices freeparTb and freeparLb indicate which DIF parameters should be estimated
in the partial-invariance model. The matrices matB1, matB2, matC1, and matC2 can now be
re-specified:
> matB1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = freeparTb ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB1 " )

> matB2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = freeparTb ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB2 " )

> matC1 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = freeparLb ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matL1 " )

> matC2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nv , ncol =2 ,
>

free = freeparLb ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matC2 " )

and added to a new MxModel object modOpenmxPartial, which can then be fitted to data using
the mxRun() function:
> m o d O pe n mx P a r t i a l <- mxModel ( model = " P a r t i a l I n v a r i a n c e " ,
>

matT , matT0 , matB1 , matB2 ,

>

matL , matL0 , matC1 , matC2 ,

>

matE , matE0 , matD1 , matD2 ,

>

matP , matP0 , matH1 , matH2 ,

>

matA , matA0 , matG1 , matG2 ,
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matIa , matIb , matV1 , matV2 ,

>

matVar , matR , matCov , matM , matC ,

>

expF , fitF , mxdata1 )
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> f i t O p e n mx P a r t i a l <- mxRun ( m o d Op e n m x P a r t i a l )

Again, the summary() function can be used to evaluate the fit of this model. The parameter
estimates of this model are shown in the summary output and can be extracted with
summary(fitOpenmxPartial)$parameters.

The same partial-invariance model can also be fitted to the data in Mplus via the R
package MplusAutomation (Hallquist & Wiley, 2018). Note that the R syntax below can
only be executed if Mplus is installed on the user’s computer. The first step of fitting the
partial-invariance model in Mplus is to create a folder in which the empirical data and
models can be stored:
> pathfix <- " ~ / FinalModel "
> dir . create ( pathfix )

The DS14 data can then be saved in this directory using the prepareMplusData() function:
> p r e p ar e Mp l u s D a t a ( df = DS14 , filename = paste0 ( pathfix , " / DS14dat . dat " ))

Now that the "~/FinalModel" folder contains the empirical data, the partial-invariance
model can be specified and added to the directory:
> m o dM pl us P ar ti al <- ’
>

DATA :

>

FILE = " DS14dat . dat ";

>
>

VARIABLE :

>

NAMES = Male Age x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 ;

>

CONSTRAINT = Male Age ;

>

MISSING = .;

>
>

ANALYSIS :

>

estimator is ML ;

>
>

MODEL :

>

SI by x1 - x7 * ( l1 - l7 );

>

NA by x8 - x14 * ( l8 - l14 );
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>

SI ( SIvar );

>

NA ( NAvar );

>

SI with NA ( cov );

>

[ SI ] ( SImean );

>

[ NA ] ( NAmean );

>

[ x1 - x14 ] ( t1 - t14 );

>

x1 - x14 ( e1 - e14 );

>

Male @1 ;

>

Age @1 ;

>

[ Male @0 ];

>

[ Age @0 ];

>
>

MODEL CONSTRAINT :

>

NEW (

>

h1 _ SI h1 _ NA g1 _ SI g1 _ NA

>

h2 _ SI h2 _ NA g2 _ SI g2 _ NA

>

p0 h1 _ cov h2 _ cov

>

t7 _ 0 b7 _ 1 b7 _ 2 t13 _ 0 b13 _ 1 b13 _ 2

>

l7 _ 0 c7 _ 1 c7 _ 2 l13 _ 0 c13 _ 1 c13 _ 2

>

e1 _ 0 e2 _ 0 e3 _ 0 e4 _ 0 e5 _ 0 e6 _ 0 e7 _ 0 e8 _ 0 e9 _ 0 e10 _ 0 e11 _ 0 e12 _ 0 e13 _ 0 e14 _ 0

>

d1 _ 1 d2 _ 1 d3 _ 1 d4 _ 1 d5 _ 1 d6 _ 1 d7 _ 1 d8 _ 1 d9 _ 1 d10 _ 1 d11 _ 1 d12 _ 1 d13 _ 1 d14 _ 1

>

d1 _ 2 d2 _ 2 d3 _ 2 d4 _ 2 d5 _ 2 d6 _ 2 d7 _ 2 d8 _ 2 d9 _ 2 d10 _ 2 d11 _ 2 d12 _ 2 d13 _ 2 d14 _ 2);

>
>

SIvar = 1 * EXP ( h1 _ SI * Male + h2 _ SI * Age );

>

NAvar = 1 * EXP ( h1 _ NA * Male + h2 _ NA * Age );

>

SImean = 0 + g1 _ SI * Male + g2 _ SI * Age ;

>

NAmean = 0 + g1 _ NA * Male + g2 _ NA * Age ;

>

cov = SQRT ( EXP ( h1 _ SI * Male + h2 _ SI * Age )) *

>

SQRT ( EXP ( h1 _ NA * Male + h2 _ NA * Age )) *

>

( EXP (2 * ( p0 + h1 _ cov * Male + h2 _ cov * Age )) -1) /

>

( EXP (2 * ( p0 + h1 _ cov * Male + h2 _ cov * Age ))+1);

>

e1 = e1 _ 0 * EXP ( d1 _ 1 * Male + d1 _ 2 * Age );

>

e2 = e2 _ 0 * EXP ( d2 _ 1 * Male + d2 _ 2 * Age );

>

e3 = e3 _ 0 * EXP ( d3 _ 1 * Male + d3 _ 2 * Age );

>

e4 = e4 _ 0 * EXP ( d4 _ 1 * Male + d4 _ 2 * Age );

>

e5 = e5 _ 0 * EXP ( d5 _ 1 * Male + d5 _ 2 * Age );

>

e6 = e6 _ 0 * EXP ( d6 _ 1 * Male + d6 _ 2 * Age );

>

e7 = e7 _ 0 * EXP ( d7 _ 1 * Male + d7 _ 2 * Age );

>

e8 = e8 _ 0 * EXP ( d8 _ 1 * Male + d8 _ 2 * Age );

>

e9 = e9 _ 0 * EXP ( d9 _ 1 * Male + d9 _ 2 * Age );

>

e10 = e10 _ 0 * EXP ( d10 _ 1 * Male + d10 _ 2 * Age );
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>

e11 = e11 _ 0 * EXP ( d11 _ 1 * Male + d11 _ 2 * Age );

>

e12 = e12 _ 0 * EXP ( d12 _ 1 * Male + d12 _ 2 * Age );

>

e13 = e13 _ 0 * EXP ( d13 _ 1 * Male + d13 _ 2 * Age );

>

e14 = e14 _ 0 * EXP ( d14 _ 1 * Male + d14 _ 2 * Age );

>

t7 = t7 _ 0 + b7 _ 1 * Male + b7 _ 2 * Age ;

>

l7 = l7 _ 0 + c7 _ 1 * Male + c7 _ 2 * Age ;

>

t13 = t13 _ 0 + b13 _ 1 * Male + b13 _ 2 * Age ;

>

l13 = l13 _ 0 + c13 _ 1 * Male + c13 _ 2 * Age ; ’
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> cat ( modMplusPartial , file = paste0 ( pathfix , " / modPartial . inp " , sep = " " ))

For a more detailed explanation of the Mplus syntax, see Bauer’s (2017) supplementary
materials. For the sake of simplifying comparison of results, we use MplusAutomation so
that results can be imported into R, although R is not necessary to use Mplus for MNLFA
estimation. If one prefers to run the models in Mplus directly instead of indirectly via
MplusAutomation, the Mplus script can be found on our Open Science Framework project
https://osf.io/6cyxt/.
The "/modPartial.inp" file can be run and the corresponding results can be imported into R
as follows:
> runModels ( pathfix )
> fi tM pl us P ar ti al <- readModels ( pathfix )

The parameter estimates of this model stored in fitMplusPartial$parameters are identical to
those obtained by OpenMx, as seen with summary(fitOpenmxPartial)$parameters. This
provides a valuable cross-validation that the model is specified equivalently in both
software packages and that both optimizers converge on the same full-information
maximum likelihood estimates. Further research is needed to cross-validate across a wider
variety of SEMs (e.g., categorical outcomes; Bauer, 2017), but the current results imply
that any researcher can utilize MNLFA with the freely available OpenMx package, even if
they do not have access to commercial software such as Mplus or SAS.
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Extensions
Nonlinear Effects Among Background Variables
One may want to add quadratic effects of a background variable, or in the case of MNLFA
with multiple background variables, it may be desirable to account for the interactions
between the background variables in their effects on factor-model parameters.
Incorporating quadratic effects or interactions between background variables is
straightforward. We simply need to calculate the quadratic or interaction variable in R and
treat it as an additional moderator in OpenMx. For instance, if we are interested in the
interaction between Age and Male in the real data example above, we can use:
> DS14 $ Int = DS14 $ Age * DS14 $ Male
> mxdata _ int <- mxData ( observed = DS14 , type = " raw " )
> matV2 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol =1 ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

labels = " data . Int " ,

>

name = " Int " )

Now we can specify effects of this additional moderator along with the other effects on
factor-model parameters—for example, the factor loadings:
> matB3 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = freeparT ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matB3 " )

> matT <- mxAlgebra ( e x p r e s s i o n = matT0 + matB1 * Male + matB2 * Age + matB3 * Int ,
>

name = " matT " )

That is, an additional parameter matrix, matB3, specifies the Age × Male interaction effects
on factor loadings. We add these effects to the expression for the moderation of the factor
loadings. For all other moderated parameters (intercepts, residual variances, factor means,
and factor variances), the procedure is the same: an extra parameter matrix needs to be
specified, and the interaction between the background variables needs to be added to the
moderation function. Likewise, the quadratic effect of Age could be added by calculating a
new variable that is the square of Age, then specifying additional parameter matrices for its
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effects.
Ordinal Data
If the indicators in the MNLFA model are ordinal, it may be advisable to explicitly treat
them as ordinal (particularly with < 5 categories) to prevent detection of spurious
nonlinear effects. To do so, we must first specify that the data are ordinal. This can be
done using the mxFactor() function:
> DS14 [ ,3:16] <- mxFactor ( DS14 [ ,3:16] , levels =0:4)
> mxdata _ ord <- mxData ( observed = DS14 , type = " raw " )
> nc <- 5

Thus, we specified the indicators (i.e., the data in columns 3 to 16 of the DS14 matrix) to be
ordinal with levels 0 to 4. Additionally, we assigned the data to object mxdata_ord and we
specified an object (nc) to denote the number of categories per variable (5), which we use
below to specify the model.
Next, to enable MNLFA of ordered categorical data, a discrete factor model is adopted for
the data (for a formal description of such models, see B. Muthén, 1984; Takane &
De Leeuw, 1987; Wirth & Edwards, 2007). In the discrete factor model, each observed
ordinal indicator is assumed to have a corresponding normally distributed latent response
variable (LRV) that is discretized by thresholds to yield the ordered categories. Therefore,
to extend the code for the unconstrained model above, we specify a matrix containing the
threshold parameters. If the ordinal indicators contain k categories, there are k − 1
threshold parameters per indicator. We therefore need a (k − 1) × p matrix in which rows
represent thresholds and columns represent indicators:
> matThres <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow = nc -1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = TRUE ,

>

values = rep ( seq ( -2 ,2 , length . out = nc -1) , times = nv ) ,

>

byrow = FALSE ,

>

name = " matThres " )
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Recall nc denotes a constant6 number of categories per indicator (see above). The values
for the thresholds can be negative, but should always be increasing for a given indicator.
Therefore, as starting values, we specified increasing, equally spaced values between −2
and 2.
In the discrete factor model, the origin and scale of each LRV must be set, just as for latent
common factors (Wu & Estabrook, 2016). In the code below, we fix the baseline intercepts
to zero and baseline residual variances to one for all ordinal indicators, allowing us to freely
estimate all7 their thresholds.
> matT0 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Full " , nrow =1 , ncol = nv ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =0 ,

>

name = " matT0 " )

> matE0 <- mxMatrix ( type = " Diag " , nrow = nv , ncol = nv ,
>

free = FALSE ,

>

values =1 ,

>

name = " matE0 " )

Using the same matThres across all values of the background variables implies invariance of
thresholds across the background variables, in which case the configuration of
background-variable effects on all other model parameters need not change from those
shown in Steps 4 and 5. We discuss this assumption of equal thresholds after fitting the
model.
Then we need to re-specify the expectation function to indicate the presence of thresholds
in the model:
> expF <- m x E x p e c t a t i o n N o r m a l ( covariance = " matC " ,
>

means = " matM " ,

>

thresholds = " matThres "

6

In the case of an unequal number of categories across indicators, nc should be set to the maximum
number of thresholds across all indicators. Thresholds that do not exist can be dropped from the model by
specifying the values= argument to be NA (missing) and the free= argument as FALSE for nonexisting
thresholds.
7

Alternatively, we could fix two thresholds per indicator (e.g., to 0 and 1) to freely estimate the baseline
intercepts and residual variances (see Mehta, Neale, & Flay, 2004; Wu & Estabrook, 2016), which is
consistent with the LISREL approach (Millsap & Tein, 2004).
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d i m n a m e s = manVars )

Finally, we can combine all objects into an OpenMx object and add the restriction that the
thresholds are strictly increasing for a given indicator:
> modUn _ thres <- mxModel ( model = " T h r e s h o l d I n v a r i a n c e " ,
>

matT , matT0 , matB1 , matB2 ,

>

matL , matL0 , matC1 , matC2 ,

>

matE , matE0 , matD1 , matD2 ,

>

matP , matP0 , matH1 , matH2 ,

>

matA , matA0 , matG1 , matG2 ,

>

matIa , matIb , matV1 , matV2 ,

>

matVar , matR , matCov , matM ,

>

matC , matThres , expF , fitF , mxdata _ ord )

> modUn _ thres _ con <- o m x C o n s t r a i n M L T h r e s h o l d s ( modUn _ thres )

We can then fit the model
> fitUn _ thres <- mxRun ( modUn _ thres _ con )

Note that the threshold structure discussed above makes the model more complex as
compared to a MNLFA model for continuous indicators. Therefore, computation time for
ordinal MNLFA models increases substantially, especially in the case of many indicators.
In addition, optimization of the likelihood function is numerically more challenging which
may cause the estimation to fail. For ordinal indicators, it is therefore advisable to use
different starting values using the mxTryHardOrdinal() function. As compared to Mplus,
OpenMx is slower in the case of ordinal indicators. Fitting the final model above to the
indicators of the SI factor only takes up to 70 minutes in OpenMx while it takes about a
minute in Mplus (on an Intel Core i5 with 8GB of RAM-memory). Advantage of OpenMx is
however, that it is more flexible for models with ordinal indicators. For instance, residual
variances can be moderated in OpenMx which is not possible in Mplus.
The analysis above assumes rather than tests invariance of thresholds. We could test that
assumption8 by comparing its fit to a MNLFA in which thresholds (but not intercepts or
8

Note that although it is popular to test invariance of ordinal indicators by leaving intercepts fixed to zero
and testing threshold invariance in place of intercept invariance (i.e., after testing invariance of loadings;
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residual variances) are functions of background variables. But when k = 3, these models
would be statistically equivalent because (effects on) two thresholds are interchangeable
with (effects on) the intercept and residual variance, so threshold invariance can only be
assumed and not tested (Wu & Estabrook, 2016). In the special case of binary indicators,
fixing effects on only one threshold cannot identify effects on both the intercept and
residual variance. Thus, threshold invariance still cannot be independently tested, but
neither can invariance of factor loadings and intercepts (Wu & Estabrook, 2016). So for
binary indicators, one could compare the fit of a configural model (with
background-variable effects on factor loadings and intercepts, but not thresholds or residual
variances) to a scalar-invariance model (with background-variable effects on residual
variances, but not on thresholds, factor loadings, or intercepts). If H0 can be rejected,
partial invariance can still be established, but the data could not distinguish the nature of
an indicator’s DIF.
Discussion
This paper illustrated how to perform MNLFA for measurement invariance assessment
using the R package OpenMx. We considered a two-factor MNLFA model for the DS14 data
(Denollet et al., 2013) and showed how to evaluate full and partial measurement invariance
with respect to a dichotomous and continuous background variable simultaneously. This is
one of the first papers showing how to test for measurement invariance with MNLFA in
free and open-source SEM software, cross-validating its results with the Mplus package.
We therefore hope that with this tutorial we provide more researchers the opportunity to
perform MNLFA for assessing measurement invariance or other purposes.
There are multiple advantages of MNLFA over other methods for testing measurement
invariance. Unlike the MGCFA approach, MNLFA allows for the assessment of
Liu et al., 2017; Millsap & Tein, 2004), Wu and Estabrook (2016) explained why this leads to invalid
comparisons (i.e., the response scales are not linked unless ≥ 2 thresholds are equivalent across background
variables).
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measurement invariance with respect to multiple background variables simultaneously. In
addition, whereas MGCFA is only appropriate for categorical background variables,
MNLFA also permits the assessment of measurement invariance with respect to continuous
background variables. Whereas other single-group approaches (e.g., RFA and MIMIC)
share these advantages, MNLFA does not require assuming common-factor or residual
homoskedasticity with respect to the background variables. Although the use of product
indicators to model moderation of factor loadings in RFA or MIMIC can capture some
heteroskedasticity present in the data (Kolbe et al., 2021), it is not as flexible or
interpretable as with MNLFA. We aimed to highlight all of these advantages in this
tutorial by fitting an MNLFA model to empirical data that included all of these elements.
One of the steps included in this tutorial is selecting a set of anchor indicators. This step is
useful for almost all methods for evaluating measurement invariance. A traditional strategy
is to use all indicators other than the studied indicator as anchors, which leads to a
contaminated set of anchors when one or more indicators in the anchor set violate
measurement invariance. This can in turn lead to biased parameter estimates and inflated
Type I error rates when assessing measurement invariance (W.-C. Wang, 2004). It is
therefore advisable to use an anchor-selection strategy to select a smaller subset of anchor
indicators (preferably 10–20% of the total number of indicators), such as the rank-based
strategy proposed by Woods (2009). Several simulation studies have shown that this
strategy frequently obtains uncontaminated sets of anchor indicators (Kolbe & Jorgensen,
2019; Kopf et al., 2015b; M. Wang & Woods, 2017; Woods, 2009). In this tutorial, we
provided a step-by-step explanation of how to select anchor indicators using the rank-based
strategy. If the user wants to prevent making a decision about which indicators should
serve as anchors, combining MNLFA with a regularization approach may be an appealing
method to assess measurement invariance (see Bauer et al., 2020).
The key element of the MNLFA approach is that CFA parameters are predicted by the
background variables. As such, a functional form has to be assumed between the
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parameters and background variables. The present tutorial illustrated how to model
(log-)linear relationships between the background variables and model parameters in
MNLFA, which might not always be an accurate representation of the data. In such
situations, a researcher could consider higher-order polynomial functions (Bauer &
Hussong, 2009) or semiparametric MNLFA approaches including the local SEM approach
by Hildebrandt, Lüdtke, Robitzsch, Sommer, and Wilhelm (2016), the mixture approach by
Molenaar (2020), or the score based approach by Merkle and Zeileis (2013). The advantage
of these semiparametric MNLFA approaches is that an assumption about the functional
form between the background variables and parameters is not required, making it a
suitable approach for exploratory situations in which there is no theory about the
functional form of the relationship.
One of the limitations of the current paper is that we only demonstrated one method for
assessing measurement invariance. Although this method seems to perform well across
various conditions, many other methods are available as well. Therefore, we close by briefly
mentioning the latest developments regarding methods for measurement invariance
assessment and (open-source) software packages. From the semiparametric approaches
discussed above, the local SEM approach can be applied using open-source R package sirt
(Robitzsch, 2020a) and the score-based approach can be applied in open-source R package
lavaan (Rosseel, 2012). The mixture approach is currently not implemented in an
open-source package yet, but it can be applied using OpenMx in principle and it can readily
be applied in Mplus (L. K. Muthén & Muthén, 2012). Examples of related
measurement-invariance tools available in open-source software packages include the
automated multi-group tests from the R package semTools (Jorgensen, Pornprasertmanit,
Schoemann, & Rosseel, 2019) and the multi-group DIF tests for categorical data from R
packages difR (Magis, Béland, Tuerlinckx, & De Boeck, 2010) and mirt (Chalmers, 2012).
In addition, the cluster-based approach to identify anchor items to test for measurement
invariance with respect to a continuous variable (Schulze & Pohl, 2021) can be applied
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Table 1
Likelihood-ratio tests for the purpose of
selecting anchor indicators.
Indicator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Name ∆χ2 (4)
Si1
16.36
Si3
8.78
Si6
5.44
Si8
7.42
Si10
4.30
Si11
3.05
Si14
16.72
Na2
2.43
Na4
1.15
Na5
11.02
Na7
5.36
Na9
3.90
Na12
22.54
Na13
19.38

p Rank
.003
6
.067
5
.245
3
.115
4
.367
2
.550
1
.002
7
.658
2
.886
1
.026
5
.252
4
.420
3
.000
7
.001
6

Note. The rank score is based on the LRT
statistic (i.e., ∆χ2 (4)) of each indicator per
common factor. The indicators are ranked in
ascending order, that is, a higher rank score
indicates a smaller LRT statistic and thus a
weaker evidence of DIF.
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Table 2
Likelihood-ratio tests for assessing partial invariance.
Indicator
1
2
3
4
7
10
11
12
13
14

Name ∆χ2 (4)
Si1
10.67
Si3
10.30
Si6
5.69
Si8
5.61
Si14
14.44
Na5
8.50
Na7
1.64
Na9
3.03
Na12
15.27
Na13
5.91

p
.031
.036
.224
.230
.006
.075
.802
.554
.004
.206

pbon pben−hoc
.305
.089
.357
.089
1.000
.287
1.000
.287
.060
.030
.748
.150
1.000
.802
1.000
.615
.042
.030
1.000
.287

Note. Indicators 5 and 6 are the anchors for social
inhibition and Indicators 8 and 9 are the anchors for
negative affectivity. The bold cells indicate significant
(non)uniform DIF based on the original p value, the
Bonferroni-adjusted p value denoted pbon , and the
Benjamini–Hochberg-adjusted p value denoted pben−hoc .
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Figure 1 . An example MNLFA model for assessing measurement invariance. The variable
V may have an effect on all parameters in the model that is represented in the dashed
border.
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Figure 2 . The MNLFA model for the DS14 dataset.

